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Ten months have passed since I arrived at Harvard. 
Already I’m rounding the final corner of my overseas 
research stint here and the days are speeding by at an 
alarming rate. Ordinarily it would be about time that I 
would be sitting down to wrap up the results, but I am 
afraid that this research sojourn will probably end up 
simply providing me with great stimulus for my research 
after getting back to Japan.
Despite no previous connection with Harvard, I 
chose it as the place to pursue my research because I 
was ready to see something of the United States and was 
victim of the old stereotype among Japanese scholars 
that if one is going to the United States, one should go to 
Harvard. When I mentioned that I was going to Harvard, 
an American scholar of Japanese history I have long 
known remarked to me that Japanese people seem to have 
misconception of Harvard, reminding me that it is indeed 
an elite university, but only one of many. He advised me 
to take a look at some West Coast universities during my 
stay as well.
Unfortunately I do not think I will have time to visit 
the West Coast this time, but I have certainly experi-
enced the tremendous dynamism of an American elite 
university: in short, the role it plays as a forum where 
people meet each other. Almost every day while school 
is in session, interesting seminars and lectures are being 
held on campus. At such events I was able to hear not 
only the famous Harvard professors Ezra Vogel, Joseph 
Nye, and Cass Sunstein, but leading scholars from other 
universities like Carol Gluck, Peter J. Katzenstein, and 
Quentin Skinner, as well as the unusual opportunity to 
hear such people as jazz pianist and composer Herbie 
Hancock, founder and owner of Uniqlo Yanai Tadashi, 
and current Kumamoto prefecture governor Kabashima 
Ikuo (I even met prefectural mascot Kumamon at his 
seminar). My mind is still buzzing with the excitement 
of having attended just a few days ago (May 8) a lecture 
by the Kyoto Prize winning German sociologist Jürgen 
Habermas and by having been present at a discussion 
between Habermas and Harvard Law School authority 
on constitutional law Frank I. Michelman.
Universitas, the Latin word from which “university” 
is derived, originally meant a kind of “corporation” or 
“society,” which held the meaning of a place where people 
come together and associate, a place where all sorts of 
people meet each other and exchange knowledge. This, 
indeed, is one of the important roles of a university. A 
university is inherently an interdisciplinary place.
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I saw the Gion Matsuri for the first time in the summer of 
2005. At the time, I was writing a book on Pure Land Bud-
dhism and its connection with Japanese culture; I did not 
know I would conduct research on the Gion festival almost 
a decade later. I was fascinated by the whole atmosphere 
of the festival: yoiyama (the eve of the float procession) 
when the floats are decorated with chōchin lanterns, the 
procession itself, the throng of people strolling around, the 
one-way streets for passersby, the kon-chiki-chin music, 
and the mikoshi parade. From then on, I participated in the 
festival as a spectator several times during my first stay 
in Kyoto (2004–2010). The Gion Matsuri was indeed the 
summer event of the year even for a non-native Kyotoite 
like myself.
After many years and other projects related to religion 
in contemporary Japan, I decided to begin a project on 
the Gion festival from the perspective of religious studies. 






Let me introduce one very memorable seminar I 
attended. A few days after the disastrous typhoon struck 
the Philippines last November, the Risk Management 
Research Group at the Harvard Kennedy School held 
a panel discussion on the matter. They invited not only 
members of their group but had as panelists a 
member of the Filipino government who hap-
pened to be at Harvard and an expert in disaster 
medical care from the Medical School talk about 
the situation and problems being faced. What 
impressed me was how quickly, so soon after 
the disaster, such an event had been organized, 
bringing together panelists from different institu-
tions. Confronted by a problem, people with the 
necessary knowledge can organically connect. I 
felt that I was witness to the power of an organiza-
tion and the true value of a university.
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